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Abstract—This goal of this paper is to anchor elasticity in
terms of causality in distributed applications. Assuming a largescale distributed application architected as a set of interacting
components, we motivate the need for (1) analyzing causality
between interactions, and (2) estimating casual probability that
an increase in the frequency of interaction i1 can increase the
frequency of interaction i2 caused by i1 . We present algorithms
to estimate causality and causal probability by combining well
known sampling, program analysis, path profiling and dynamic
slicing algorithms. We apply our algorithms for causal probability
to three large-scale distributed applications, to evaluate (a)
their effectiveness in the timely provisioning and de-provisioning
of compute resources and (b) whether causality and causal
probability present a fundamental and widely-applicable way of
engineering auto-elasticity.
Index Terms—causality, causal probability, elasticity, distributed path profiling

I. I NTRODUCTION
Elasticity is the ability of a distributed application to selfadapt and dynamically increase/decrease its use of computing
resources to maintain its performance in response to varying
workloads. Managing elasticity involves (S1) monitoring the
application’s performance during execution, (S2) determining
when additional computing resources should be requested
from the cluster/IaaS manager, (S3) provision relevant components on the new resources while re-distributing the workload,
and (S4) continuously monitor the application at runtime
and relinquish un-necessary resources when the workload
decreases. While the software engineering process in S1–
S4 is well understood, the mechanisms employed today have
become increasingly ad-hoc. One predominant practice is to
use DevOps (development and operations) tools provided by
IaaS clouds to automate S1–S4; examples are CloudWatch [1]
and AutoScaling [2] for Amazon EC2 [3] and Ceilometer [4]
for OpenStack [5] based clouds. DevOps tools typically adopt
a black-box approach to elasticity by using simple externally
observable metrics, e.g., network traffic, CPU/memory usage,
etc. to decide on elastic scaling at the level of virtual machines
– an example CloudWatch rule may be to increase the number
of VM instances by one when the average CPU utilization
of the application exceeds 75%. Another approach, rooted in
machine learning techniques, is to build statistical workload
models based on the externally observable metrics reported
by DevOps tools, using e.g., Linear Regression [6], Kalman
filters [7] and wavelets [8]. Such statistical models have been
shown to be effective for some workload classes. The main rea-

son why said elasticity management techniques have limited
efficacy is that they aren’t rooted in application semantics.
The broad goal of this paper is to examine whether causality
in distributed applications can serve as a foundation for engineering elasticity. Most distributed applications are architected
as a set of interacting components; where each component
(e.g., key-value store) is distributed over multiple physical
hosts/virtual machines/containers; and components are layered
into multiple-tiers (e.g. website, database, co-ordination, inventory, etc.). An external customer request received by a
component C1 (e.g., web front-end) may trigger messages
to components C2 and C3, which process them and send
messages to more components. Hence, there is a natural
causal relationship between incoming and outgoing messages
at the component-level. A customer request from outside the
application induces a so-called causal path among the components, before a response is sent. A distributed application
typically has many causal paths, corresponding to different
types of messages. When it is deployed in customer-facing
scenarios at scale, handling millions of requests, causal paths
may be exercised at varying frequencies depending on the
characteristics of its workload, i.e., there may be hot causal
paths.
The core contribution of this paper is in demonstrating that
identifying such paths enables us to do selective elastic scaling
of (parts of) components along hot causal paths; selective
elastic scaling is more precise and effective than using externally observable metrics to scale all components e.g., in
response to increased network traffic. We formalize the use of
hot causal paths through the metric of causal probability, i.e.,
the probability that an increase in the frequency of requests
to a component A increases the frequency of requests to
component B. Causal probability is then used to increase the
resources allocated to B.
While causality tracing in distributed systems has been
studied extensively (see, e.g., [9], [10], [11], [12]); in our
experience, these techniques have two main drawbacks. First,
they focus on dynamic temporal causality, i.e., a message m1
is said to cause m2 if it temporally precedes m2 . Temporal
precedence is determined either by assuming synchronized
clocks, logging and matching log entries; or by using logical
timestamps like vector clocks [13] and their variants [11], [10].
We have observed that temporal causality is often ineffective
for elasticity management, because not every message m
in a distributed application is caused by every message m0

temporally preceding it. Second, they require extensive manual
intervention and detailed knowledge of the application to
identify spans [9], [14], [15] by pairing “requests” to and
“responses” from every single component, annotate messages
and RPCs, handle unique identification of requests in the
presence of concurrency, etc. This makes it more challenging
to use temporal causality tracing systems in practice.
This paper aims to alleviate the above problems by making
the following technical contributions:
1) An new and intuitive way to reason about elasticity
using causality (Section II), along with analytical and
empirical evidence (Section V) of the ineffectiveness of
using externally observable coarse-grained metrics.
2) A notion of direct causality, stronger than temporal
causality, where a message M1 to component C1 is said
to cause M2 only when there is a direct dynamic control
and/or data flow between M1 and M2 . Direct causality
is not limited to RPCs, is also applicable to messagepassing systems (Section III).
3) Direct Causality Analysis (DCA) – a simple, easyto-use program analysis and transformation technique
that builds on existing program slicing and profiling
techniques and to identify component boundaries, (direct) causal paths in distributed applications, and profile
these causal paths at runtime. DCA only requires the
application to be re-compiled, and does not require
manual annotations, programmer definition of spans, or
any code changes. This paper also empirically evaluates
the runtime overhead of DCA. (Section IV-A)
4) A mechanism to use causal path profiles to determine
how requests to each component are partitioned among
the causal paths originating at that component, and
use this partitioning information to determine causal
probability.(Section IV-C); and a mechanism to use
causal probability for elasticity.
5) Empirical evaluation using three real-world applications from different domains (Marketcetera, Hedwig and
Zookeeper) and elasticity metrics to demonstrate the
efficacy of DCA and causal probability for elasticity
management. (Section V). Due to space constraints, the
results of using DCA for the elasticity of one of the
applications – Zookeeper is presented in a companion
technical report [16].
II. C AUSALITY AND E LASTICITY
In this section, we illustrate, through real-world scenarios
why causality is a natural and intuitive way to reason about
elasticity in distributed applications.
A. Uneven Workload Distributions
Most generic distributed applications deployed in consumerfacing settings at scale are architected as a set of interacting software modules; layered into multiple-tiers (e.g. frontend/web-server, database, co-ordination, inventory, etc.) spanning several physical/virtual machines. Figure 1 illustrates

universal search [17], [9] – A web-server/front-end service
receives the search query (S1) and distributes it to many
hundreds of query servers (S2), each searching within its own
partition/shard of the web index. The query is also sent to
a number of other sub-systems that process advertisements,
check spelling, or look for specialized results, including images, videos, news, and so on (S3 and S4). Results from all of
these services (S5, S6, S7) are then aggregated by a separate
service, and ranked according to relevance and/or potential
for advertising revenue (S8) to generate results page (S9). A
component may also contain nodes which are replicas of other
nodes in the component (for fault tolerance).
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Fig. 1: Casual paths in Universal Search [17], [9].
Workload spikes in applications like Universal Search, illustrated in Figure 1, are seldom uniformly distributed over
all search terms. In response to, e.g., hurricane, election, new
products like the Apple Watch, there are spikes in specific
search terms. This, in turn, causes workload spikes on specific
portions/nodes of each component corresponding to e.g., the
shards of the query server/web index component containing
these search terms. Monitoring external bandwidth utilization
to the web front-end and the query server components may
indicate that the whole application and every constituent component needs to be elastically scaled. But, this is not effective,
because of the way each of the components is partitioned; and
it will lead to under-utilization because the resources added are
not going where they are needed most.
Causality, however, offers a more precise way to visualize
such workload spikes. In Figure 1, denoting causation by !,
S1 ! {S2, S3, S4}, S2 ! S5, S3 ! S6,S4 !
S7,{S5, S6, S7} ! S8, and S8 ! S9. S1 thus induces
a causal path in the distributed application (illustrated by
dashed blue arrows in Figure 1), with each node (software
module) processing an incoming message and sending outgoing messages to other components. Using program analysis
and transformation for identifying various causal paths in

the universal search application and measuring their dynamic
frequency, i.e., the number of times various causal paths are
exercised at runtime, will precisely identify how an increase
in the application workload (external queries) causes the
workload of various nodes to increase. That is, as shown
in Figure 1, there is another causal path corresponding to
“news search” - R1 . . . R7 in the application, illustrated by
straight red arrows. If runtime profiling indicates that 50% of
traffic flows along S1 . . . S9 and 5% along R1 . . . R7, then
the software modules along S1 . . . S9 have to be allotted
proportionally higher compute resources during elastic scaling.
B. Conditional Flows
Consider a multi-tiered electronic commerce application like
an online store illustrated in Figure 2. It is typically split into
a web-server front-end, payment processing, order fulfillment,
product database, customer tracking and ad serving components. A simple visit to the store (from a browser) will impact
the web front-end, product database, customer tracking and
ad serving components. However, a purchase will impact the
payment processing and order fulfillment components. Hence,
depending on the context of the visit, two different (code) paths
are exercised. There is a causal relationship between Simple,
and P 1, P 2, P 3, P 4, i.e. Simple ! P 1 ! P 2 !
P 3 ! P 4. Also, P urchase ! P 5 ! P 6 ! P 7 !
P 8. Simply observing the network traffic to the web server is
not sufficient to make a good elastic scaling decision, because,
e.g., during Thanksgiving or Christmas sales, the P urchase
path may be exercised heavily. And components serving that
path should be scaled proportionally more to increase revenues
without worrying much about customer tracking or ad serving.

identify numerous causal paths leading into the component
where there is lock contention, but only a few paths going
out of said component; and elastic scaling of said component
can be prevented because it is unlikely to change application
performance.
III. D IRECT VS . “H APPENS -B EFORE ” C AUSALITY
Temporal causality (or “Happens-Before”) is the backbone
of causal order broadcast in distributed systems [13], [22].
Causal order broadcast was primarily concerned with the
“causally safe” delivery of messages between processes in
a distributed application, which were treated as black-boxes.
Denoting temporal causality between messages mi by
,
m1
m2 iff m1 temporally precedes m2 . In the absence
of synchronized clocks in large-scale distributed applications,
temporal causality is typically detected using logical clocks
– initially using Lamport Clocks [13], and currently, predominantly using Vector Clocks [13], [22]. Recent advances
in distributed systems and sensor network tracing [23], [10]
use optimized logical timestamps like Bi-Lateral clocks [23]
and Interval Tree Clocks [10], [24]. Another alternative used
by industrial-scale distributed systems tracing infrastructures
like Apache HTrace [14] (based on Google Dapper [9]) and
Twitter’s Zipkin [15] is to uniquely identify each RPC call
with a 128-bit identifier, propagate this identifier to the thread
executing the RPC call and use physical clocks (“wall clock
time”, along with a clock synchronization protocol) to identify
temporal causality.
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Fig. 2: Casual paths in an E-Commerce application.
C. Concurrency Issues
The third scenario where causality can lead to effective
elastic scaling decisions is when applications have subtle
concurrency and mutual exclusion issues. The best example
is the class of datacenter infrastructure applications like keyvalue stores (e.g., memcached [18], Hyperdex [19]), consensus
protocols (e.g., Paxos [20]), distributed lock managers (e.g.,
Chubby [21]) and message queues. A distributed key value
store, for example, may have high CPU utilization when there
is high contention to update a certain set of “hot keys”. Relying
on CPU utilization to add additional compute nodes will only
degrade its performance further. Using causality, however, will

However, temporal causality has drawbacks when used
for elasticity management. This mainly stems from the fact
that temporal precedence need not imply actual causality. For example, consider the illustration in Figure 3,
{msgA, msgB}
msgC and {msgA, msgB}
msgD,
because both msgA and msgB temporally precede msgC
and msgD. However, intuitively speaking, it is clear that only
msgA “actually caused” msgC, because msgA is a “process
credit card” message to which msgC is a response. Similarly,
msgB is a “get pending orders for iPhone6” message to which
msgD is a response. Direct causality captures this intuitive
and precise relationship.
We define a message (instance) M1 to have directly caused
message M2 if there is a dynamic (runtime) control and/or data
flow path from M1 to M2 . Direct causality (denoted by !) is
also illustrated with an abstract example in Figure 4, which we
will use as a running example in this paper for direct causality

tracking. Messages instances msg1[x:150] and msg2[y:200]
will cause the emission of an instance of msg3. Hence
{ msg1[x:150], msg2[y:200] } !msg3[s:22500]. Direct
causality is thus the most comprehensive and precise notion
of causality, capturing several subtle causal dependencies in
distributed applications.
IV. D IRECT C AUSALITY A NALYSIS (DCA)
Direct causality analysis (DCA) to identify dynamic causal
paths consists in: (i) static analysis to decompose a distributed
application to identify its components, the kinds (or types) of
messages between the components (ii) using program analysis
along with transformation to collect minimal information from
each component at runtime to identify causal relationships
between incoming and outgoing messages, and (iii) storing
said causal relationships in an external graph store/database,
and using appropriate graph reachability queries to construct
causal paths across the components of the application.
A. Tracking Direct Causality
The core of DCA combines static analysis with preferential
path profiling and preferential online control flow detection
to efficiently track high-fidelity causal relationships between
events in distributed applications. For each component Ci :
1) For each outgoing message msgOut 2 class Ci , use
backwards static slicing to identify the set Sout of variables v 2 class Ci , such that v influences send(msgOut
).
2) Compute the set of variables Vout , which influence the
emission of any message from class Ci , as Vout =
[(msgOut2Ci ) Sout .
3) For each incoming message msgIn, DCA uses (forward)
static slicing to:
a) Identify the set of variables Vin that could be
written by the execution path from recv(msgIn).
b) Eliminate the variables in Vin that can never influence the production of any message in Ci by
computing Vtr = Vin \ Vout . Vtr is the set of
variables whose provenance has to be tracked to
identify dynamic causal paths.
c) Instrument Ci to store information about the variables in Vtr in a hash table as in the dynamic
control flow algorithm of [25]. That is, for each of
the variables in Vtr , DCA instruments the program
(Ci ) to dynamically store information about the
messages that resulted in a write to the variable.
Figure 4 illustrates DCA and the corresponding code transformation of Comp1. Comp1 emits only one message msg3,
and the only variable that controls its emission is z. Hence,
Vout = {z}. Comp1 receives two messages msg1 and msg2.
For each of those messages, the sets Vin and Vtr are computed
following the procedure described above. msg1 writes to z
and p, and p can be ignored because it is 62 Vout . Similarly, for
msg2, it controls the emission of msg3, but its write to q can
be ignored (q 62 Vout ). This is a key distinction between DCA
and existing whole-program dynamic slicing and dynamic

control/data dependence detection algorithms [25] – we reduce
the overhead by only considering information flow from input
messages to output messages. Our static analysis here also
includes the analysis of Math.sqrt and Math.log, but these are
pure functions with neither any side-effects, nor any indirect
data/control flow through state variables in the Math class. To
further optimize DCA, we have pre-analyzed Java’s standard
libraries to identify APIs which have no side effects, so that
they do not have to be repeatedly “re-analyzed” when DCA
is applied to large applications. However, if other libraries are
used, their source code/bytecode should be analyzed by DCA
to check if there is data and control flow through the library
from an incoming message to an outgoing message.
When msg3 is produced, the events that directly caused it,
i.e., the instances of msg1, msg2 are uniquely identified using
the method getInfo, and are stored in a graph store (Apache
Titan [26]) for further analytics and construction of causal
graphs. We uniquely identify each message M through a tuple,
denoted by uidM , consisting of hIP Address, P rocessId,
P erP rocessSequenceN umberi. The unique identifier of an
message uidM along with information about the message (like
data carried by a message, etc.) together form a node n in the
causal graph. Two nodes are connected by a directed edge
if one caused another, i.e., if n1 = huidM1 , inf oM1 i, and
n2 = huidM2 , inf oM2 i are two nodes in the causal graph, a
directed edge connects n1 and n2 if and only if M1 ! M2 .
B. Identifying Causal Paths
Once causal relationships between incoming and outgoing messages within a component have been identified,
e.g.,n1 ! n2 ⌘ huidM1 , inf oM1 i ! huidM2 , inf oM2 i ,
the next step is to identify the causal path p where n1 ! n2
fits. Since edges n1 ! n2 are stored in a graph store, causal
paths are determined through a simple breadth-first search
(BFS). Indexing the elements, i.e., nodes ni stored in the graph
store by the unique identifiers of messages (uidM ) makes BFS
extremely efficient. A causal path is determined by initiating
BFS starting with the unique identifier of message corresponding to the external user request, until the node corresponding to
the response from the application is obtained. Since, at every
step in the BFS, after traversing an edge, the next edge is
determined by a simple hash index lookup (O(1)), the time
complexity of determining the causal graph induced by a
message M is O(|causal graph(M)|). The computation of
this causal graph is triggered at the graph store when the edge
corresponding to last message in the causal path, i.e., response
from the application is stored in the graph store. Since we have
statically analyzed the application to construct the architectural
graph, and have statically identified all possible causal paths in
the application, we store information about these paths in the
profiler. The profiler is executed on a “system monitoring and
management” VM/physical host external to the application;
and stores information about all possible paths, with their
respective path counts set to zero. Whenever a causal path
is identified by the graph store, it is sent to the profiler, which
increments the corresponding path count.

class Message3 { int s ; Message3(int s) {this.s = s;} ...}
class Message1 { int x; ...}
class Message2 { int y; ...}
For Comp1: Vout = {z}
class Comp1 {
int p, q, z;
Comp2 c2 = ... ;
void m1_handler(Message1 msg1) {
z = msg1.x ;
p = Math.log(msg1.x);
..
}
void m2_handler(Message2 msg2) {
q = Math.sqrt(msg2.y);
if(z > 100) {
msg3 = new Message3(z*z);
c2.send(msg3);
}
...
}

For msg1:Message1:
Vin = {z,p}
Vtr = {z} ∩ {z,p} = {z}
Generate code to track z
For msg2:Message2
Vin = {q}
Vtr = {q} ∩ {z,p} = {}
An invocation of msg2 may cause msg3
For msg3:Message3
If msg3 is produced, z > 100.
The last invocations of msg1 and msg2
must have caused msg3. Write this
information to the graph store

class Comp1 {
int p, q, z;
Comp2 c2 = ... ;
ConcurrentHashMap<String, MsgInfo> h;
void m1_handler(Message1 msg1) {
z = msg1.x ;
p = Math.log(msg1.x);
h.delete(“z”); //remove previous entries
h.put("z", msg1.getInfo(...));
…
}
void m2_handler(Message2 msg2) {
q = Math.sqrt(msg2.y);
MsgInfo m2Info = msg2.getInfo();
if(z > 100) {
msg3 = new Message3(z*z);
c2.send(msg3);
Set s = new Set(h.get("z"), m2Info);
graphStore.put(msg3.getInfo(), s);
}
...

Fig. 4: Illustrating DCA. Class Comp1 and its instrumentation (indicated in green). Purple and yellow in Comp1 on the left
indicate data and control flow from incoming messages
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Fig. 5: Application Characteristics and Runtime Overhead of DCA at various sampling levels

C. Causal Probability and Elasticity
Causal probability is a “historic” metric, based on previously observed causal paths over a time interval (60 minutes
in our case, which is configurable). Assuming the application
architecture described in Sec II, and denoting the set of all
causal paths in the application by P rogP aths, causal probability P c is intended to estimate the likelihood that a external
customer request traces a specific p 2 P rogP aths. At any
point in time, the application would have serviced a number
of external customer requests, which would have exercised
different causal paths in the application incrementing their
counts. Then the causal probability of a path p is determined
as:
X
P c (p) = count(p)/
(count(pi ) | pi 2 P rogP aths)
i

That is, given the path counts of all previously exercised
program paths starting at a component in the distributed
application, causal probability of path p is the probability
that a newly arriving external request/message will induce p.
Consider the e-commerce application in Figure 2 – let’s say
that the causal probability of paths P urchase and Simple
at the web front-end are 0.69 and 0.31 respectively. These
causal probabilities are useful because, once they have been

computed, they provide a precise mechanism to autoscale
the application once its workload increases. For example, if
the workload of the web front-end increases by 2⇥, using
external metrics and tools like Amazon CloudWatch [1] will
dictate that the resources allotted to all components must
be increased 2⇥. But, given current causal path profiles and
causal probabilities, resources allotted to Customer Tracking
and Ad Serving should be increased 1.31⇥ and resources
allotted to Price DB and Inventory Management/Fulfillment
should be increased 1.69⇥ for optimal scaling. To see why
this helps, consider, for example that all components are
initially allotted 10 machines/VMs, for a total of 50 machines.
Without using causal probability, 50 more machines would
have been added to the application. Using causal probability
reduces this number to 30 (10 to the web front-end whose
workload increases by 100%, 7 each to price DB and inventory
management whose workloads increase by 69% and 3 each to
customer tracking and ad serving whose workloads increase by
31%). We round the number of machines to the nearest whole
number. We use a linear regression model whose features
are physical/virtual machine characteristics (CPU clock speed,
RAM, network bandwidth), external workload and observed
performance (throughput/latency) to build a linear regression
model to predict the overall resource requirements of the

D. Implementation
As demonstrated in Section V, DCA, where all incoming
requests and resulting causal paths are analyzed has a high
overhead even when we only consider variables written by and
read from messages. Hence, we also implement a variant of
DCA where we randomly sample the messages and resulting
causal paths for computing causal probability. We have analyzed three different sampling sizes for DCA – 5%, 10% and
20% of incoming messages. Our current implementation of
DCA covers Java applications; it uses source code when available but can also work with byte code. We have implemented
DCA using IBM’s Watson Libraries for Analysis [27]. For the
graph store, we use Apache Titan [26], which is a distributed
fault-tolerant high-performance graph store. The Titan store
and profiler are external to the application.
V. E VALUATION
To illustrate DCA’s broad applicability, we choose three
widely-used, open-source, distributed applications:
• Marketcetera [28] is an NYSE-recommended [29] faulttolerant algorithmic trading platform.
• Apache Hedwig [30]. is a topic-based publish-subscribe
system designed for reliable and guaranteed at-most once
delivery of messages from publishers to subscribers.
• Zookeeper [31]. is a distributed co-ordination service for
datacenter applications, similar to Google’s Chubby [21].
Due to space constraints, results using Zookeeper are
presented in a companion technical report [16].
A. DCA vs. ElasticRMI, CloudWatch and HTrace
We compare elastic scaling with direct causality analysis
(DCA) against two state-of-the-art technologies for engineering elastic distributed applications – ElasticRMI [32] and
Amazon AutoScaling + CloudWatch [1] and with Apache
HTrace [14], a distributed tracing framework for temporal
causality. We use four variants of DCA – DCA-100% (where
all external requests and the resulting causal paths are profiled), and DCA-5%, DCA-10% and DCA-20% (which correspond to DCA with 5%, 10% and 20% sampling). For ElasticRMI, we reimplemented the three applications with ElasticRMI and used explicit elastic scaling but not causality. Explicit elastic scaling, as explained in the our previous work [32]
uses resource utilization metrics (CPU/RAM/disk) along with
fine-grained information internal to the application for elastic
scaling. This includes localized information about internal data
structures, locks etc., but does not include information about
workload history or path traces across nodes in a component
and across components. In the CloudWatch scenario, we use
a monitoring service – Amazon CloudWatch [1] – to collect
externally observable utilization metrics (CPU/Memory) from
the nodes in the cluster and use a linear regression model
on these metrics to decide whether to increase or decrease

the number of nodes. We also combine CloudWatch’s linear
regression model along with path/span profiles (corresponding
to temporal causality) obtained from HTrace [14] to perform
proportional scaling of overloaded paths.
B. Experimental Setup
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Fig. 7: Workload pattern for all the three systems.
Evaluating elasticity is seldom about “normal” workload
patterns, but rather about “irregular” workload patterns. To
measure how well the system adapts to the changing workload,
we use two patterns shown in Figures 7 – a cyclic pattern and
a more abrupt pattern. These two patterns capture all common
scenarios in elastic scaling which we have observed by analyzing real world applications deployed in the HP/IBM Cloud,
and employed in our previous work on ElasticRMI [32]. A
cyclic change in workload is shown by the first portion of the
pattern in Figure 7, both continuous and stepwise. The abrupt
pattern shown in Figure 7 has all possible scenarios regarding
abrupt changes in workload – gradual non-cyclic stepwise
increase, abrupt stepwise decrease, continuous increase and
rapid continuous decrease in workload. Note however, that
although the pattern remains the same for varying the workload
for the four systems, the magnitude differs depending on the
benchmark used, i.e., the values of points A and B in Figures 7
are different for the four systems depending on the benchmark.
While the workload rate and pattern changes over the 450
minute run for both patterns, the elements of the workload
are sourced from the default benchmarks included with the
applications as described in this section.
C. RQ1: Runtime Overhead of DCA
Figure 5 illustrates the runtime overhead of DCA at various levels of sampling for the workload pattern described
in Section V-B and Figure 7. For each variant of DCA,
Figure 5 lists the average runtime overhead, as well as
the range into which 95% of the measured overheads (over
the 450 minute run) fall. As expected, DCA-100% has the
largest runtime overhead because all causal paths are tracked
for all user inputs. Such mean runtime overheads between
27% and 38% are unacceptable because they will lead to
more compute resources being provisioned to maintain the
application’s performance and SLA. However, using random
sampling decreases runtime overhead significantly, as shown
in Figure 5. Hence, the vital question we have to answer

(a) Marketcetera – agility

(b) Marketcetera – SLA violations.

(c) Hedwig – agility

(d) Hedwig – SLA violations.

Fig. 6: Provisioning efficacy, measured through agility and % of SLA violations

in the following sub-sections is whether there is a sweetspot (RQ2–RQ4)between the additional resources required to
handle DCA’s runtime overhead and the (beneficial) reduction
in compute resources that DCA-based elastic scaling provides.
D. RQ2: Provisioning Efficacy
One way to characterize elasticity is “resource provisioning
efficacy”, for which we use a (SPEC standardized) metric
called Agility, which, in a nutshell, measures the mean excess/shortage of compute resources.
1) Agility.: Agility characterizes the ability of a system
provisioned to be as close to the needs of the workload as

possible [33]. Assuming a time interval [t, t0 ], which is divided
into N sub-intervals, Agility maintained over [t, t0 ] can be
defined as:
N
N
X
1 X
(
Excess(i) +
Shortage(i))
N i=0
i=0

where Excess(i) is the excess capacity for interval i as determined by Cap prov(i) Req min(i), when Cap prov(i) >
Req min(i) and zero otherwise; Shortage(i) is the shortage capacity for interval i as determined by Req min(i)
Cap prov(i), when Cap prov(i) < Req min(i) and zero
otherwise; Req min(i) is the minimum capacity needed to

meet an application’s quality of service (QoS)/Service-level
agreement (SLA) at a given workload level for an interval
i; Cap prov(i) is the recorded capacity provisioned by the
elasticity management system (e.g., DCA) for interval i, and
N is the total number of data samples collected over a
measurement period [t, t0 ], i.e., one sample of both Excess(i)
and Shortage(i) is collected per sub-interval of [t, t0 ].
2) Agility Results:
The agility results of the four systems are illustrates in
Figures 6 and 8 for all the three applications under the
elasticity managers being evaluated. For computing Agility,
the relevant QoS/SLA metrics are throughput and latency,
though their precise semantics are different. Across all the
three applications, we observe that using externally observable
metrics like CPU/Memory utilization, as in Cloudwatch, is the
most ineffective. Recall that lower agility values are better,
and a value of zero is perfect. CloudWatch’s agility is at
least 50% higher than even DCA-100%. It never reaches
zero; in fact, it is never lower than ten, as seen in Figure 6.
ElasticRMI is better than CloudWatch because it employs finegrained internal metrics of the application, and doesn’t have to
blindly rely on CPU/memory utilization. However, ElasticRMI
requires re-writing all the three applications; not merely refactoring but a deep understanding of the code to use finegrained application-specific metrics and properties of internal
data structures.
Also, using HTrace with CloudWatch improves Agility, but
only marginally. This is because Trace supports only temporal
causality, which as illustrated in Section III is not precise
and leads to several false positives in identifying messages
that actually caused a given message. This imprecision compounds over several hundred causal paths in the three largescale applications being evaluated. Recall that HTrace requires
manual annotations and identification of spans in RPCs, but
provides better temporal causality than logical clocks (vector
clocks, interval tree clocks and bilateral clocks). Hence, we
believe that the use of logical clocks will only further degrade
the elasticity (compared to HTrace) of the applications being
evaluated.
On the other hand, DCA-100%, where causal paths induced
by all external inputs are tracked, has better agility than CloudWatch but not ElasticRMI. This is because of the runtime
overhead of DCA-100%, which requires more resources to
be provisioned to track causal paths than to handle workload
changes. All variants of DCA, however, do not require the application to be re-written, merely re-compiled. With sampling,
runtime overhead decreases, and agility improves significantly.
DCA at 5%, 10% and 20% sampling levels has better agility
than CloudWatch and ElasticRMI. The subtle difference in
agility between the 5% and 10% sampling levels is especially
interesting. DCA-5% has the lowest runtime overhead as
illustrated in Figure 5 but still has worse agility (up to 80%
higher) than DCA-10%. This is because, while a 5% sampling
decreases overhead, it doesn’t give the most accurate picture
of the workload. DCA-10% has higher overhead but is able
to make much better predictions of the amount of resources

required to handle the workload. We also observe that the
agility of DCA-10% reaches zero most frequently, around 48%
of the time during the experimental run over 450 minutes. The
trends in Figure 6 also illustrate that all the elasticity managers
have the capability to adapt to changing workloads, trying to
decrease agility. But, DCA-10% is the most effective.
E. RQ3 : Effects of Runtime Overhead
The answer to this RQ is that runtime overhead does
cause more resources to be provisioned than required. This is
because the throughput and latency of the application change
due to runtime overhead of DCA, and more resources are
needed to meet the SLA in the presence of the overhead.
In fact, for DCA-100%, runtime overhead worsens Agility.
If the overhead of completely re-writing the application is not
taken into account, it does indeed obviate the benefits of elastic
scaling. This, however is not true for DCA-5% and DCA-10%.
Runtime overhead is much lower, as shown in Figure 5, and
the benefits of DCA are significant.
F. RQ4 : Sampling Efficacy
We also observe from Figure 5, 6 and 8 that sampling is
essential to get a sweet spot between resource provisioning
efficacy and runtime overhead. From our experiments, we
observe that sampling around the 10% threshold seems most
effective. Again, sampling should be uniformly random across
the workload; this requires careful examination of the application’s architecture. The approach we took was to examine the
front-end components receiving user-requests to see whether
they were partitioned and/or replicated for load balancing and
fault tolerance. For x% sampling with k front-end servers, we
randomly chose xk % of user-requests at each server.
G. RQ5 : Percentage of SLA violations
Due to the fact that some applications and organizations can
tolerate an excess of resources but not shortage, it is important
to evaluate how frequently and to what extent are application
SLAs violated while using DCA-based elastic scaling. An
agility value of zero means that application SLAs are always
met despite increasing or decreasing workloads. But a positive
value can either be due to a shortage of resources or an
excess. When there is a shortage, some application SLAs
are violated. Hence, percentage of SLA violations is another
metric to measure the effectiveness of elasticity management
mechanisms.
Figure 6 illustrates the percentage of SLA violations for all
four systems over the entire 450 minute run. We observe that
SLA violations do not occur when the workload is decreasing,
because there are excess resources which have to be deprovisioned. Until de-provisioning happens, they are used to
meet SLAs and the application is not starved. This explains
why the percentage falls to zero in all six graphs of Figure 6.
We also observe that the percentage of SLA violations is below
5% for all variants of DCA. The trend in SLA violations
is different from that of agility, in a subtle way. Although
DCA-100% has worse agility than DCA at all other sampling

Application
Marketcetera
Hedwig

CloudWatch
18.19
15.45

ElasticRMI
10.27
6.91

HTrace
14.23
11.18

DCA-100%
11.35
9.9

DCA-5%
2.91
2.29

DCA-10%
1.57
1.27

DCA-20%
7.53
6.74

Fig. 8: Average agility
levels, its SLA violations are the lowest (less than 1%). This
is further evidence that the larger agility values of DCA100% are primarily a result of DCA’s runtime overhead than
as a result of either shortage or excess, i.e., SLA is almost
always met by DCA-100% but more resources are needed to
handle runtime overhead. On the other hand, in ElasticRMI,
agility is better because runtime overhead is low, but SLAs are
violated more (typically between 10–15%). Using externally
observable metrics with CloudWatch results in the most SLA
violations; using HTrace with temporal causality helps, but
only marginally. This trend is similar to that of Agility.
Sampling increases SLA violations, but not significantly – it
is between 3-4% for 5% and 10% sampling levels, which is
an acceptable threshold for many distributed applications.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
Related work on temporal causality and tracing in distributed systems has been discussed in Section III. In this
section, we discuss related work on dynamic and static slicing.
More related work is available in our companion technical
report [16]. Early work on slicing focussed on slicing of
sequential programs. Examples include [34], [35] and [36].
We point the reader to [37] for a detailed survey of slicing
techniques circa 1995, and [38] provides a more recent survey
of dynamic slicing algorithms. [39], [40] present static slicing
algorithms and optimizations for slicing concurrent programs,
but do not discuss their applications to distributed applications
or evaluate their runtime overheads. [41] discusses contextsensitive and context-insensitive slicing in detail, and presents
a context-sensitive slicing algorithm for concurrent programs.
The algorithms of [39] and [41] are analyzed/compared in
detail and their implementation and runtime overhead is evaluated in [42]. It is possible to extend these algorithms to
track causality in distributed applications; however our starting
point for DCA was the (further optimized) dynamic slicing
algorithms of [38]. Distributed program slicing for debugging and partial re-execution of message passing distributed
applications was first introduced by [43]. As opposed to
finding out the exact execution path and input sequence that
caused any possible bug, our objective is to simply extract
the causality relationship between messages. The runtime
overhead of [43] is unknown and possibly much higher than
DCA because it uses group communication (and consensus) to
make components co-operatively construct a distributed slicing
graph. On the other hand, our use of a dedicated graph store,
transfers the overhead of constructing causal paths at runtime
from the executing application to the much smaller set of
machines/VMs hosting the graph store. While DCA has not
been implemented for programs written in other languages,
DCA is not fundamentally limited to Java, and can be extended
to handle C, C++, Scala, etc., as demonstrated for more

generic dynamic slicing by [38]. Also, our causal probability
technique builds on previous work and insights gained from
path profiling [44] and preferential path profiling [45].
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a novel and intuitive way of
thinking about, designing and engineering elasticity management components in distributed applications based on causal
relationships between messages. We have defined a notion
of direct causality that takes into account control and data
flow in determining causal relationships between messages,
and have presented a program analysis and transformation
technique called direct causality analysis (DCA) to track these
relationships at runtime with low overhead. We have evaluated
our techniques on three real-world applications and compared
causality tracking with other state-of-the-art tools like CloudWatch and ElasticRMI to gain significant software engineering
insights w.r.t the performance of DCA. We have demonstrated
the effectiveness of causality tracking in elastic scaling through
a significant (more than 10⇥) reduction in agility values (lower
values are better) and percentage of SLA/QoS violations under
dynamically varying workloads. We have also empirically analyzed the subtle interplay between runtime overhead of DCA
and its resource provisioning efficacy, and demonstrated that
runtime overhead doesn’t obviate provisioning efficacy when
sampling is used. We have also demonstrated that sampling at
around 10% achieves a sweet spot between runtime overhead,
agility and percentage of SLA violations.
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